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Supporting Families to be Families First
From the Editor
t’s a new and exciting year at NBACL and we look forward
to sharing it with you. In this edition of the Family
Newsletter we share stories from two New Brunswick
families, discuss ways for families to become engaged
and stay connected, and highlight an estate planning
resources available to families.
We also provide information about government
programs to help you keep warm this winter, and
information to help you prepare for tax season.
We hope you enjoy this edition of the newsletter and as
always, we encourage you to share suggestions or stories
for future newsletters.

Happy Reading!

The Email I Would Have Written Myself the Day Before My Son Was Born
Somewhere over the last 22 years, I lost the yearning to dream about what life would be like had Ben been born
without complex physical and communication challenges. There was a period when I constantly wanted to press
the rewind button to return to a simpler time, to before Ben was part of our world, so I could understand what I’d
done so terribly wrong to deserve the burden of raising a child who required 24-hour care. I’m thankful those
feelings have evaporated and that my singular focus now is to only move forward, to build on Ben’s successes and
to help him live a life of fulfillment and happiness.
Occasionally, I do wonder what better progress we could have made if we knew then what we know now. I
imagine somehow secretly sending an email to the 29-year-old I once was the day before Ben was born. It would
look something like this:
From: Mike George
Sent: Tuesday, June 28, 1992 11:29:03 a.m.
To: Mike George
Subject: A Personal Roadmap
Hey Mike! Tomorrow you will be a father once again, which is stating the obvious, of course, since Jan is
scheduled for a caesarean at 10:00 a.m. The birth of any child is a blessing and a wonderful gift, for sure, but your/
our new son’s (Ben) birth will be extra blessed.
Why I’m sending you this lengthy email is rather complicated, just like what your life is about to become. This
email is to both prepare you and console you but to ultimately tell you everything will be all right. What will be all
right, you ask? Well, there’s no getting around the inescapable reality that tomorrow will actually be the worst day
of your life. I mean, THE WORST! I know. I was there. An hour after Ben takes his first breath, a neonatologist is
going to tell you and Jan that Ben is very, very sick. Quite matter-of-factly she will predict that he may not live
through the day since he will have to battle with an enlarged liver, an enlarged spleen, a head that’s too small and
platelets that are dangerously low.
I know this doesn’t make much sense to you now, and I’m sure you don’t believe any of it. At about this time
tomorrow, once you realize how dire your situation is, you will also discover that no one will have answers to any
of your questions. Not Ben’s paediatrician, not the three physicians in your family. No one. You will feel
abandoned, overwhelmed and ready to explode. You will want to run, but there will be nowhere to run to.
I can tell you with 100 percent certainty that all the pain coming your way will be the best thing that will ever
happen to you. I’ve seen you develop over the next 22 years, and the outcomes are nothing short of
transformational.
I know this is all too much to grasp, but as you stumble your way through the next week, the next month, that
awful first year, I want you to learn and remember these 10 guiding principles. I learned these the hard way, but
they’ve provided me the perfect roadmap through life’s wilderness. If you follow these, I bet you’ll achieve more
than I did:
1. Embrace the tremendous gift you’ve been given. This one will take a while to believe and understand, but it’s
probably the most important piece of advice for your long-term happiness. Once you do, you will never take
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anything for granted nor ever consider
anything typical or ordinary. You will see
things that so few people actually do –
prejudice, indifference, inequity, suffering –
and rise above them all, though it won’t be
easy. You will see all persons first as people,
as children of God (assuming you aren’t too
angry at Him for allowing this to happen).
Any faults and disabilities they have will be
second. When you ask how you should take
care of Ben, a wise person will tell you to just
love him like any of your children. Eventually,
you will realize and defend that every life is of
equal value.
2. Ignore the naysayers. There will be too
many of them of count, and they will put
much doubt in your mind. Some “experts”
will even go out of their way to tell you all the
things that Ben won’t be able to do and claim he has little potential. Unfortunately, most people view the world in
terms of problems and deficits. The news cycle thrives on this. The medical community will want to try to “fix” Ben
because that’s how they were trained (just ask your
siblings), and when they run out of “repair” options, they will tell you there’s nothing anyone can do to help you —
which is not true, of course.
On day four of Ben’s life, you will be told that he will likely never walk, talk or go to school. That phrase will stay with
you forever. However, you will witness Ben graduate from high school and go on to succeed at the university level.
That accomplishment will become a beacon of hope for so many families around the world. It will prove to you that
you cannot dream something up for which there is not a path to get there.
3. Let Ben birth you into the person you are meant to be so you can help him become the person he is meant to be.
Ben will teach you lessons about life without uttering a single syllable. His voice will be as loud as your willingness to
listen to it. If you let him, he will unleash a passion in you that you never knew you had. You will travel to places you’d
never planned on visiting and share these principles with thousands of people to make their lives better. Trust that
Ben will show you the way to achieve all of this. When you do, you will feel a heightened awareness of how
abundant your life has become.
4. Accept that you will face financial hardship for many years. Providing Ben with even the most basic of support will
cost a fortune, at least $100,000 per year. I didn’t really understand this until years later. Running a deficit will be a
way of life, not because you can’t manage your money but because you will be faced with impossible decisions before
you’re ready to make them. No bank is going to look on you kindly, and some will treat you as a credit risk. The choice
before you repeatedly will be to either provide Ben with the right stuff while sinking further into debt or tell him you
don’t have the $7,000 for that stander he needs, even though you know it will help him develop the physical strength
necessary if he’s ever going to learn to walk. None of this will be your fault. Accept it and believe that things do turn
around.
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5. Believe in a future that’s bigger than the past. It took me 19 years to
figure this one out, but it’s so motivating and so life-changing. It starts with
feeling that you’re worthy of dreaming big. When we’re young, our parents and
teachers will tell us that we can be anything that we want to be. As we get older,
those same people tell us to lower our expectations and be more realistic. We
mistake that for wisdom and begin to contract.
You will not need anyone’s permission to help Ben achieve his hopes and
dreams, so find out what they are. Ignore that learned voice of internal judgment that we all have where we look to conditions of what we can be (or what
Ben can be) and what we can have. That voice is limiting, it’s oppressive, and it
will sap your energy.
6. Assume greatness, expect greatness. Ben is not different from anyone else.
He wants to love and be loved, he wants to learn, to play, to interact with his
friends, to be included and to contribute. How he approaches life is more
dramatic because of his disabilities, but so what?
Ben will understand everything you say to him, even though he won’t respond. You must believe he has the capacity
to learn if given the right opportunities and the right environments. If he is not learning, it’s because we don’t know
how to teach him. Don’t ever doubt yourself on this. You must always assume he is a genius trapped in a body that
doesn’t work. Ben is not his body (even though that’s all most people see) – he has a body. He is not his disability –
he has a disability. Ben is a life force whose purpose and dreams need to be realized.
There will be times when the seriousness of his medical issues will make any notion of greatness seem impossible.
Those days will be all consuming, overflowing with anxiety, fear and emptiness. Remember to believe that his future
is bigger than his past. Tomorrow the sun will rise, so who knows what the tide will bring? (Watch the movie
“Castaway” when it’s released and you’ll know what that line means). Ben will surprise you. I guarantee it.
7. How you see the world and the language you use will determine how you live your life. A future friend of yours will
tell you we all live in the language we speak. If all we talk about are the things Ben can’t do, then that’s all we’ll see.
Everything will be framed in terms of his disabilities. We will never give him the opportunity to learn how to walk if all
we see are his physical limitations. The universe amplifies what you focus on – positive or negative – giving you more
of it. Rid yourself of talking only about Ben’s problems or what you don’t have.
Ben’s world is not about pity or deficits or why something can’t be done. It’s about changing your language to
describe Ben. This is not going to be easy since we’re all governed by conditions and limits and constraints. Once you
start to see your world in terms of abundance, opportunity, development and growth, it will make you more available
for greater things. Believe that Ben has a vision ready to be realized.
8. Find your Champions. The people you expect to be closest to you in difficult times won’t be able to provide much
support at all. Your family will fall into this category. Some won’t know how to help, some will be trapped by their
own fears and prejudice, some will ignore Ben (that will be the toughest to deal with) and some will completely
disappear.
Take solace in the fact that you are not alone. Keep searching for your/Ben’s champions – those who can see beyond
his disabilities and can help you along the way. They will show up at exactly the time you will need them, bringing
new energy, new ideas, new teachings, so be patient. Start building your network of champions now.
9. Get some rest. This will be a seemingly impossible task but, as you get older, it will essential. I think that’s why you
were given Ben before the age of 30, since the first 10 years will beat you to near exhaustion. Being chronically tired
is going to be a way of life, unfortunately. I haven’t found a fix for that, yet. You will need to watch this carefully and
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find a way to stay fit because his care will be physically and emotionally demanding. You will also discover that when
he can’t sleep, neither can you, and when he isn’t feeling well, he will outlast you with his ability to not close his eyes
for 72 straight hours.
10. Continually ask, “What’s the most I can do?” None of us get a choice about creating a life, about taking that next
breath. Those are involuntary. What you do get to decide is whether you will live your life by default (what the
experts decide about Ben) or one that you both design.
If you look at the leaders (not the political kind), the war heroes, the sport champions throughout history, they all
have one thing in common. They all asked themselves, What’s the most I can do? They didn’t ask what was the
minimum they could do and still win the Stanley Cup.
If you continually ask what’s the most you can do, your life will change, expand, become fuller, freer and draw you
closer to the person you are meant to be. So, every day, ask yourself what one thing could you do today – just one
thing – that would really help Ben. How long did it take you? Five seconds?
There will be times when, spiritually, you will have a moment. Not when you’re in church or when you’re praying.
But when Ben walks across that stage to receive his high school diploma, you will have a moment of sheer
exhilaration and peace. When you feel the whole world could fall down and everything would still be all right.
Why does that happen? Because your spirit is growing, developing, expanding. This will build a greater awareness of
who you are and make you available for greater things.
As Mother Teresa wrote, “Give the world the best you have, and it may never be enough. Give the best anyway.
In the final analysis, it is between you and God. It was never between you and them anyway.”
You really have nothing to lose.
Talk to you later!
-MG
Reprinted with permission from Mike George’s blog Third Time Lucky: How Ben Shows Us The Way. Mike’s blog
features information about Coping, Inclusion, Inclusive Education, and Assistive Technology and can be accessed at
3rdTimeLucky.com
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Making tax time accessible to all
Canadians
Canadians with disabilities and those who live with them know
that, over a lifetime, the costs of overcoming barriers can really
add up. That’s why the Canada Revenue Agency (CRA) offers
credits and benefits for Canadians with disabilities and their
caregivers to help offset these costs—from childhood through
the school years to the workforce to retirement.
If you have a severe and prolonged impairment in physical or mental functions and you are eligible for the
disability tax credit (DTC), you may be able to reduce the amount of income tax you pay in a year. You can apply
for the DTC by filling out the application, having your disability tax credit form certified by a qualified practitioner,
and submitting it to the CRA for approval. You may also be able to transfer any unused parts of this disability
amount to another supporting person to reduce his or her federal tax owing.
Making your home accessible is a very important part of living comfortably with a disability. Most individuals can
claim the home buyers’ amount for first-time owners, which allows them to claim an amount of $5,000 for the
purchase of a qualifying home. However, if you are eligible for the disability amount and you purchased a home to
better meet your needs or those of a related eligible individual, you can claim the home buyers’ amount without
the home being your first-time at ownership. For more information, visit www.cra.gc.ca/hbtc.
Do you care for a child with a disability? If your child is under 18 years old and eligible for the DTC, you may be
able to reduce the amount of income tax you pay in a year by claiming the disability amount for a dependant. In
addition, if you receive the Canada child tax benefit, you can also receive the child disability benefit, which is a tax
-free, monthly benefit for families who care for children under 18 who are eligible for the DTC.
Applying for your Canada child and family benefits is easy using the Apply for child benefits online service through
My Account. You may also be eligible for the family caregiver amount of up to $2,058 in 2014, in calculating
certain non-refundable tax credits. If your child is registered in a physical activity or artistic program, you may be
able to claim an additional $500 on top of the regular amount under the children’s fitness tax credit and the
children’s arts tax credit. In addition, under proposed changes, the maximum amount of eligible expenses for the
fitness tax credit has been increased to $1,000 for each child.
For long-term financial planning, the registered disability savings plan (RDSP) helps reduce financial worries for
those who are eligible for the DTC and their loved ones. In particular, the RDSP helps parents and others
contribute up to $200,000 for the long-term financial security of a person who is eligible for the DTC.
To find out more, go to www.cra.gc.ca/rdsp.
The purchase and use of supports and support services like talking textbooks, job coaching services, and braille
note taker devices are eligible expenses that you may be able to claim as part of the disability supports deduction.
These expenses must have been incurred as a result of your being employed or carrying on a business, conducting
research based on a grant, or attending an educational institution.
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New for 2014—if you are eligible for the DTC you may be able to claim the salary amount associated with the
design of a personalized therapy plan, as a medical expense. Also new this year, you can claim the costs for service
animals used to manage severe diabetes. To get more information, including a list of other medical expenses that
are eligible, go to www.cra.gc.ca/medical.
The CRA website has a dedicated section to persons with disabilities and the specific tax scenarios that may affect
them. Go to www.cra.gc.ca/disability , where you will find information on how to determine if you may be eligible
for the DTC.
The CRA prides itself on making its services accessible to all Canadians. If you are blind or partially sighted, the CRA
offers publications and forms in alternative formats—such as braille, large print, e-text, and MP3 audio.
If you have a hearing or speech impairment, you can use teletypewriter services by calling 1-800-665-0354.
Or, with your written permission, the CRA will speak to an operator-assisted relay service for you or arrange to
have a sign language interpreter available at a meeting. Call 1-800-959-8281 for more information.
If you need help filing your income tax and benefit return, have a modest income, and a simple tax situation,
contact the Community Volunteer Income Tax Program, which runs volunteer tax clinics across the country.
To find a volunteer tax preparation clinic, go to www.cra.gc.ca/volunteer .
Remember, the deadline to file your individual income tax and benefit return and pay any amount owing is
April 30, 2015—don't wait!
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NBACL’s Family Support Task Force
The Community Living movement was started more than 50 years ago by parents who had a vision of a better life
for their sons and daughters with an intellectual disability. Since that time, families have continued to be the
foundation of the Association and a source of inspiration and guidance in the Association’s daily work.
The Family Support Task Force is an NBACL committee made up of parents from around the province. This group
provides guidance to the Association’s Family Support Program and ensures that the voices, needs and ideas of
families are reflected in the work of the Association. The group is currently seeking new members with the hope of
having representation from all regions of the province, both Francophone and Anglophone, as well as parents from
First Nations communities. If you are interested in joining the Family Support Task Force please contact :
Rachel Mills, Manager of Family Support at rmills@nbacl.nb.ca or 1-866-622-2548 Option 2.

From left to right: Elizabeth Kearns (NBACL staff),
Marlene Colbourne (Task Force Member),
Dianne Cormier-Northrup (NBACL President and Task Force Chair),
Francine St.Amand (former Task Force Member)

Estate Planning For A Family Member With A Disability:
An Information Kit for Families
NBACL has a wide variety of resources and tools available to both families and professionals who support individuals
with an intellectual disability. Among these resources is an information kit designed to assist families by providing
general information on financial and estate planning. It includes a brochure, fact sheets, financial information and
worksheets to help families plan for the future. As a result of recent changes to income assistance policies in
New Brunswick this resource has been updated to ensure families have access to current information about:


The different categories of income support



The kinds of benefits that are available



What income or assets a person can have and still be eligible for income support benefits



The rules about people having access to trust funds

This resource is published by NBACL and is available free to families in both French and English by calling
1-866-622-2548 Option 2. For a list of all resources available through NBACL, please visit
http://nbacl.nb.ca/resources
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A Parent’s Perspective: An elementary school class’ dedication
to inclusion
My husband and I have two beautiful daughters. A 16 year old and a 13 year old. The 13 year old, Ainsley has a rare
chromosome duplication syndrome that causes her to be non-verbal, she has neurological deficiencies that cause
her to be a fall risk and the list goes on and on… In saying that, she is a very happy child loved by all of the staff and
children at Pere Edgar T. Leblanc Elementary School in Grand Barachois, NB.
The playground at this school is one that unfortunately has never been “well suited” for Ainsley’s abilities and
therefore she has been unable to play with the children in the playground. All she could ever do for the past five
years was stand by and watch during recesses or times when gym class was taken outside.
All of that changed this past October when an accessible swing was bought specifically for her for the playground.
Now, this in itself was a wonderful thing, a fantastic opportunity for her to be able to play with her friends outside
and her father and I were ecstatic! The Principal asked if we would be interested in taking a picture with Ainsley
and the swing and of course we agreed. (upon reading further, one must know that this is a French school and my
comprehension of the language is not great).
The day of the picture taking, Ainsley, my husband, myself, the Principal and the woman who I thought was the
photographer, all went down to the swing and got in our places to have this photo taken. The next thing I know,
what seems like 50-60 kids all come running out of the school and crowd in around us. They are there to be in the
picture too! I thought this was cute for Ainsley to have friends surrounding her and “what a wonderful idea!”
The Principal then stands out in front of everyone and (in French) begins to thank the kids and their teacher,
(not the photographer), for all of their hard work and tells them how proud she is of them. The reason why I could
not understand, so I politely interrupted and asked her to please explain in English.
This, now in grade 5, class had last fall participated in creating pieces of art and then sold them in order to raise
money. A local artist then provided the remainder of the money needed as a donation in order for this class to buy
Ainsley the swing. All so that Ainsley could play with them out in the playground and not be left out.
Submitted by Maureen Savoie

Ainsley, her mother Maureen, and the
grade 5 class at Pere Edgar T. Leblanc
Elementary School showing off their
new accessible swing
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Home Energy Assistance Program and Emergency Fuel Benefit
Winter in New-Brunswick can be beautiful, but expensive. During this period, it can be stressful for families to figure
out how they will pay their energy bills, which have a tendency to go up, once the weather is colder. Here at the
New Brunswick Association for Community Living we are pleased to tell you about 2 programs that are available in
New Brunswick to help families with the high cost of energy bills.
The Home Energy Assistance Program is available to families who have had a total family income of $28, 000 or less
in 2013. It offers families a one-time payment of $100 to help cope with the high energy costs. Application forms
have been available since January 5th, 2015. The application form can be found at Service New Brunswick offices or
online at www.gnb.ca/Finance.
The Emergency Fuel Benefit is available for any household in New Brunswick that is in an emergency situation and
unable to afford the cost of heating. If your family is living in a similar situation, you may be eligible to receive this
benefit. The Department of Social Development will assess eligibility on a case-by-case basis and whether or not a
household is in deficit, based on income and expenses. This benefit can assist families with the costs of winter
heating. An emergency fuel benefit of up to $550 per calendar year may be provided to families who are eligible for
this benefit. A family does not have to be receiving social assistance to be eligible and the type of heating does not
matter.
Listed below are some examples of emergency situations, as described on the Social Development website:


High heating bill due to the cold, which means that you are not able to pay your rent or mortgage;



having to choose between feeding your family and paying your winter heating bill; or



an illness, resulting in unexpected high medical costs, that have made it hard to pay your heating bill.

If your family is interested in this program, you can call
your local Social Development office.


Moncton 1-866-426-5191



Saint John 1-866-441-4340



Fredericton 1-866-444-8838



Edmundston 1-866-441-4249



Restigouche 1-866-441-4245



Chaleur 1-866-441-4341



Miramichi 1-866-441-4246



Acadian Peninsula/ Péninsule acadienne 1-866-441-4149
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The Family Support Team


Rachel Mills, Manager of Family Support
rmills@nbacl.nb.ca



(506) 444-2530

Nathalie Gagnon, Family Support Facilitator (Provincial)
FamilyProvfamille@nbacl.nb.ca



Tiffany Bowering, Family Support Facilitator (Fredericton)
tbowering@nbacl.nb.ca



(506) 856-3143

(506) 453-4416

TBD, Family Support Facilitator (Saint John)
familySJfamille@nbacl.nb.ca

(506) 658-5363

This Family Newsletter is produced by NBACL’s Family Support Program.
Please let us know what you would like to see featured in the Family Newsletter.

We would love to share your story!

NBACL Family Facebook Group
Did you know that NBACL has a Facebook Group
dedicated specifically to connecting families from
around the province? The group provides an online
forum for parents to share stories, ask questions and
provide mutual support.
It’s also a place to learn about resources, information
and events that may be valuable to you and your
family.
The group NBACL- Families United Network/L’ANBICRéseau des familles unies can be accessed at
http://on.fb.me/1BoigEU

NBACL-Families United Network
https://www.facebook.com/groups/350744245031433

www.facebook.com/nbacl
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https://twitter.com/nbacl

